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About This Game

Arkane Rush is a roguelike spellcasting game starring an old mage, which has the mission to explore the forest islands, fighting
harmful enemies and finding different Magic Staffs that will aim him on his journey. Every magic staff has a combination of

two unique powers that the mage will have to use wisely against the horde of enemies.
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Every adventure is different from the others, as the scenarios, itens and enemies are generated differently every run.

The adventure tends to get more hardcore as the player advances through the levels and gets closer to find his greater objective,
which is to find the Magic Forger, his very own apprentice who rebelled against the magic order and is reviving and controlling

the Old Gods to create his own order.

The Magic Staffs are a collection of tools imbued in powerful magic. They store the essence of the elements within them so the
holder can cast powerful fire laser beams that explodes enemies to create cascade damage effects, hit multiple enemies with

strong lightning strikes, create a clone which distracts enemies to gain time and so on. Those spells can create devasting effects
if combined correctly!

The enemeis horde are created by the Spawners, which are big structures full of arkane magic. While still alive, the Spawners
can summon malicious creatures, so the mage must destroy them in order to proceed to the next levels. But to destroy them, the

mage will have to fight a huge amount of Goblins, Imps, Orcs, Necromancers and more!
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Will the mage be able to defeat the Magic Forger and his devil creations?
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Title: Arkane Rush
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mafu Games
Publisher:
Mafu Games
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2nd generation Core i3, AMD A6, or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8800 GT, AMD 5670, Intel HD 3000

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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I hesitantly recommend this because I feel there needs to be more opportunities for health regen. But it's a simple and fun game.

Maybe randomize the magic sounds that each staff makes? It gets repetitive.. This game is so relaxing in the mind when you get
a groove going. Good pick-up and play challenge. Good quality. Love the look of the game, the feel. 10\/10. Would gladly buy
more from these devs.. Really fun game, it's not easy though. The gameplay matches perfectly with the essence of the game, if
you want to succeed you gotta rush. You need to run, you have to dodge enemies and kill them at the same time. Nice graphics
and music, they bring a cute and indie vibe to the game, what makes it fun, enjoyable and beautiful, besides being challenging.
Really well-made game. Great job!. this game is fun

buy it if you like wizards
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